pH driven fibrillar aggregation of the super-sweet protein Y65R-MNEI: A step-by-step structural analysis.
MNEI and its variant Y65R-MNEI are sweet proteins with potential applications as sweeteners in food industry. Also, they are often used as model systems for folding and aggregation studies. X-ray crystallography was used to structurally characterize Y65R-MNEI at five different pHs, while circular dichroism and fluorescence spectroscopy were used to study their thermal and chemical stability. ThT assay and AFM were used for studying the kinetics of aggregation and morphology of the aggregates. Crystal structures of Y65R-MNEI revealed the existence of a dimer in the asymmetric unit, which, depending on the pH, assumes either an open or a closed conformation. The pH dramatically affects kinetics of formation and morphology of the aggregates: both MNEI and Y65R-MNEI form fibrils at acidic pH while amorphous aggregates are observed at neutral pH. The mutation Y65R induces structural modifications at the C-terminal region of the protein, which account for the decreased stability of the mutant when compared to MNEI. Furthermore, the pH-dependent conformation of the Y65R-MNEI dimer may explain the different type of aggregates formed as a function of pH. The investigation of the structural bases of aggregation gets us closer to the possibility of controlling such process, either by tuning the physicochemical environmental parameters or by site directed mutagenesis. This knowledge is helpful to expand the range of stability of proteins with potential industrial applications, such as MNEI and its mutant Y65R-MNEI, which should ideally preserve their structure and soluble state through a wide array of conditions.